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【Introduction】

We at the Hokuriku Regional Agricultural Administration Office 
hope to use sake as a way to introduce the region’s food 
culture surrounding rice, to help share the Hokuriku region’s 
agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local foods with 
the rest of the world.
By introducing sake from Hokuriku and foods that pair well 
with sake, we hope to raise the interest of people overseas in 
the superb agricultural, forestry, and fishery products and local 
foods of the region.

This brochure is available on our website

【Website】

http://www.maff.go.jp/hokuriku/food/export/kome_culture.html#toyama

Sake

Dishes and snacks that pair well with sake 
that are recommended by each brewery

Fermented products from each brewery

Distinctive features of each brewery

Cups well suited to serving sake  that are 
recommended by each brewery
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Ueman（Yellowtail Sushi）

Ginban Syuzo

Masuda Shuzo

Takasawa Shuzoujo

Kawachiya（Kamaboko）

Chinpindo（Pickled Red Turnip）

Tofu Kobo  Chaya
（Fried Tofu）

Hayashi Syuzoujo

Sansyouraku Shuzo

Tamaasahi Shuzo

Fukutsuru Shuzo

Wakakoma Shuzoujo
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Map of Breweries &
Brewery-Recommended Food Pairings

Note: The sakes listed are made by local breweries who cooperated in making this website — there are also other sake breweries in
Ishikawa Prefecture that aren’t listed here.



Established in 1626, this brewery on the prefectural 
border between Toyama and Niigata is the oldest 
brewery in Toyama.
Behind the brewery is Mt. Yamamata, part of the 
Northern Alps, and in front of it are Jade Beach and 
the Sea of Japan.
It is in this unspoiled natural environment, rich with 
water perfect for brewing, that this brewery strives 
toward their constant goal of brewing excellent sake 
for all to enjoy.

黒部峡 林酒造場

URL   http://www.hayashisyuzo.com/

This sake was originally 
brewed for a competition: 
made with 100% 
Yamadanishiki rice grown 
in Hyogo, polished down to 
just 40% of its original 
mass, and brewed with 
careful attention by the 
toji .
Enjoy its refreshing flavor 
and crisp finish, with an 
elegant aroma.

Take a small sip and 
swish it around your 
mouth twice or so, 
savoring the complex 
flavor of the sake, then 
swallow and enjoy the 
way it feels in the mouth, 
throat, and stomach, 
whetting the appetite.
Then, exhale through 
your nose and enjoy the 
fruity ginjo aroma as that 
too whets the appetite, 
making this a perfect 
aperitif.

Kurobekyou

Thread-sail filefish Sashimi

黒部峡 大吟醸
Kurobekyou Daiginjo

林 洋一 氏

Yoichi Hayashi

・Michinoeki-Unazuki 687, Unazukimachi Oritate, Kurobe-shi, Toyama 

－２－

Hayashi Syuzoujo

Thread-sail filefish 
sashimi is a local dish 
beloved for its light, clean 
taste as a whitefish — in 
recent years, it has come 
to be as prized as fugu
(blowfish)for its flavor.
The finest foods match 
perfectly with the finest 
daiginjo sake.

仮の写真

During the Golden Week 
holidays at the start of 
May, the brewery holds an 
open house where visitors 
can enjoy tastings of 
every variety of sake they 
offer, and buy direct from 
the brewery.

For details, contact Hayashi Syuzoujo.

・Nanairokan 300, Asahimachi yokomizu, Shimoniikawa-gun, Toyama

This cup is Akagawa Ware, 
made in the nearby town of 
Asahi.
Visitors can make their own 
or order custom-made items,
and experience the joy of 
drinking from a truly one-of-
a-kind cup.

Akagawayaki Guinomi

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局
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Local Sake Breweries
Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

Shopping Information (e.g.)

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yamadanishiki

polished rice ratio:40%
Sake meter value ：＋5

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Mail qat0274@hayashisyuzo.com 



This brewery was established in 1910 in a naturally 
beautiful location overlooking Kurobe Gorge in the 
Northern Alps, in the village of Ogiu, where legend 
has it that sake once flowed from a spring in the 
ground.
The springs of the Kurobe River alluvial fan have 
been selected among Japan's 100 finest water 
sources, and this water is used to brew delicious, 
refreshing sake.

銀盤 銀盤酒造

URL   http://ginban.co.jp/

Yamadanishiki rice 
from Hyogo is polished 
down to only the best 
part to brew this 
junmai daiginjo sake, 
then it’s slowly aged 
at low temperatures 
before being bottled 
entirely undiluted.
Enjoy a nicely 
balanced, fruity ginjo
aroma followed by a 
wonderfully smooth, 
dry finish.

Remove from the 
refrigerator and 
let warm up 
slightly before 
drinking, to bring 
out its fruity ginjo
aroma alongside 
its clean flavor.

Ginban

yellowtail Sushi

Mail    office@ginban.co.jp

米の芯 原酒
Komenoshin Genshu

杜氏
荻野 久男 氏

Toji(chief sake brewer)

Hisao Ogino

・Ginban Syuzo 4853-3, Ogyu, Kurobe-shi, Toyama

－３－

Ginban Syuzo Co., Ltd.

(Left) A yogurt liqueur made with 
sake, for a refreshing flavor 
anyone can enjoy.
(Right) These alcohol-free hard 
candies are full of the rich aroma 
of sake lees. Try one, and you’ll 
be hooked!

Yogurt Sake & Sake Lees Candy

・For Drink  http://ginban.co.jp/store/ （Japanese site only ）

This winter-only fatty 
yellowtail pressed sushi is a 
Toyama favorite, available 
only when fatty yellowtail is in 
season.
The tender fattiness and rich 
umami flavor of yellowtail 
strike a perfect harmony with 
the subtle sweetness of this 
junmai daiginjo sake, for a 
distinctive Toyama pairing.

Tin cups are said to 
enhance the flavor of sake, 
bringing out the best of 
chilled drinks.
These cups are hand-made 
by artisans to feel great in 
the hand, for an even better 
way to enjoy junmai daiginjo
sake.

Tin cup Guinomi

２

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yamadanishiki

polished rice ratio:35%
Sake meter value ：
About ＋3

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)



Established in 1893.
The name Masuizumi features Japanese wordplay based 
on the name of the brewery, for an auspicious brand name.
This brewery hands down traditions from generation to 
generation alongside an innovative spirit, in pursuit of 
better and better sake.
With a constant focus on the fundamentals, they 
continually return to the question of how far they can go 
with rice and water, with an eye on sharing their delicious 
sake with the world.

満寿泉 桝田酒造店

URL http://www.masuizumi.co.jp/upbringing_en.html

Junmai daiginjo sake 
stored and aged in 
oak casks, 
combining the 
concentrated fruity 
aroma of ginjo sake 
with the distinctive 
oaky aroma of the 
casks, for a complex 
and utterly unique 
result.
It truly is a new style 
of sake with the feel 
of a vintage wine.

Even after bottling, 
this sake continues 
to age gracefully: 
enjoy its deepening 
flavor and 
changing aroma 
over time.

Toyama Bay is a treasure 
trove of exceptional 
seafood, with incredibly 
fresh sashimi caught the 
same morning available 
only in the local area.
This sake makes an 
outstanding pairing with 
the rich umami flavor and 
subtle sweetness of 
sashimi.

（ Taiwan, China, USA , France, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, Australia, Germany ）

Masuizumi

Local Seafood

満寿泉 純米大吟醸SUPECIAL
Masuizumi Junmai Daiginjo Supecial

５代目蔵元
桝田 隆一郎 氏

Representative Director
Ryuichiro Masuda

・Masuda Shuzoten 269, Higashiiwase-machi, Toyama-shi, Toyama

－４－

Nomisugiru Cup

Masuda Shuzo Co., Ltd.

・Sakesho Tajirihonten 102, Higashiiwase-machi, Toyama-shi, Toyama

Available from December 
through March at the 
nearby sake shop Tajiri, also 
in Iwase.
Easy recipes that use sake lees 
are also available.

Sake lees

This cup was created 
by Gaku Shakunaga
to bring out the best 
of Masuizumi sake.
With its thin, 
translucent sides, this 
light cup enhances 
appreciation of 
Masuizumi sake with 
all of the senses.

３

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局Local Sake Breweries

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Rice･Malted Rice

polished rice ratio:50%
Sake meter value ：
undisclosed

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery



One of Toyama’s finest old breweries.
Established in 1808, this brewery has produced dry 
sake with a crisp finish for generations, based on the 
philosophy that great water and great rice lead to 
great sake.
This may perhaps seem obvious, but nevertheless, 
the brewery continues to refuse to mass-produce 
their products, instead focusing on hand-making 
sake they can offer their customers with pride.

おわら娘 玉旭酒造

URL http://www.tamaasahi.jp/

As the name would 
imply, Tamaasahi’s
ECHOES sake is 
brewed for acidity, 
sweetness, and 
umami richness that 
all resonate together.
It is made with the 
rare shubo-shibori
method, for a 
unique new style of 
junmai sake, made 
from rice grown in 
Toyama.

To bring out the 
best of the 
refreshing acidity, 
sweetness, and 
umami richness, the 
brewery 
recommends serving 
this sake well-chilled.

Toyama is known for its many 
local varieties of kamaboko
fish cakes, including kamaboko
rolled in kombu kelp and 
elaborate decorative saiku
kamaboko.
Many kinds of kamaboko go 
well with sake, but the rich 
umami flavor of this cheese-
filled kamaboko pairs especially 
nicely with the acidity of 
Tamaasahi’s ECHOES sake.

Tamaasahi Shuzo Co., Ltd.Owaramusume

Kamaboko(BouS)

Mail tamaasahi.since1808@gmail.com

玉旭 ＥＣＨＯＥＳ
Tamaasahi ECHOES

代表取締役社長
玉生 貴嗣 氏

President&
Representative Director

Takatsugu Tamou

A wine glass makes the 
perfect way to enjoy this 
surprising combination of 
acidity, sweetness, and umami 
richness, which you won’t 
believe came from rice.
Experience a truly unique new 
type of sake, with a character 
akin to a white wine.

Brewery tours available by 
reservation. Sake lees are 
available for sale at the 
shop.

・Tamaasahi Shuzo     2111, Higashimachi, Yatsuo-machi, Toyama-shi, Toyama

－５－

仮の写真

Wine glass

仮の写真
【Brewery tours available throughout the year 
(closed Sun.).】

For details, contact Tamaasahi Shuzo.

４

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-Namagenshu

Raw ingredients：
Japanese rice

polished rice ratio:60%
Sake meter value ：
About  －55

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)

・For Drink  https://m.facebook.com/sake.owara （Japanese site only ）

Featured Sake

Brand Brewery

Local Sake Breweries

https://m.facebook.com/sake.owara


Yatsuo-machi is known for the Owara Kaze-no-Bon 
festival; this brewery located there has produced the 
beloved Fukuku sake for some 170 years.
The area is popular for its photogenic townscape, 
featuring houses atop steep stone walls — this brewery 
takes advantage of the hilly terrain that gave rise to these 
walls, with its unique underground storehouse.
The brewery uses old-fashioned techniques, and has 
always used organic, JAS-certified Koshihikari rice to 
brew their organic junmai sake. In recent years, they have 
also started producing sake with a kimoto starter culture.

風の盆 福鶴酒造

URL http://www.kazenobon.co.jp/

Brewed with 
Gohyakumangoku sake 
rice grown by a local 
contract farm in Yatsuo-
machi, using painstaking 
old-fashioned kimoto
starter culture 
techniques.
The use of wooden 
hangiri tubs in part of 
the brewing process 
gives this sake a subtle 
oaky aroma to go along 
with its crisp, tart finish.

Enjoy its distinctive 
flavor at room 
temperature or chilled. 
Warmed to around 
40°C, its flavor 
blossoms and pairs 
nicely with not only 
Japanese foods, but 
also cheese or 
marinated fish or 
vegetables.

This locally made atsu-age 
fried tofu has long been a 
favorite of locals, as an 
indispensable side along 
with dinnertime drinks. 
The aromatic, golden-
brown crust and light, fluffy 
inside are perfect with this 
sake.

Fukutsuru Shuzo Co., Ltd.Kazenobon

Fried Tofu（Atsu-Age）

Mail seisyu@kazenobon.co.jp

ふくく 生酛 純米大吟醸
Fukuku Kimoto Junmai Daiginjo

代表取締役社長
福島 淳 氏

President&
Representative Director

Atsushi fukushima

The Owara Kaze-no-Bon festival is a traditional 
folk song festival with over 300 years of history. 
It is held every year on September 1–3, drawing 
many visitors.
Fukutsuru Shuzo is located in Yatsuo-machi, 
Toyama City, which has come to be a popular 
tourism destination. Brewery tours are available 
year-round by reservation.

・Fukutsuru Shuzo    2352, nisimachi, yatsuo-machi, Toyama-shi, Toyama

－６－

Kosugiyaki

仮の写真

【Brewery tours available throughout the year (limit 
10 participants per tour).】

Two limited-edition seasonal styles of sake 
lees: hard sake lees are sold in winter (Jan. to 
Mar.) and soft sake lees are sold in summer 
(Aug. and Sep.) 
A delicious way to enjoy the changing seasons.

Etchu Maruyama Ware once 
flourished in Yatsuo-machi, as did 
Kosugi Ware. Though production 
of both styles of pottery ended 
during the Meiji era (1868–1912), 
Kosugi Ware production has been 
revived by the Eiichi kiln. 
This historic old-fashioned serving 
set is ideal for a sake made with 
traditional kimoto techniques.

Hard & Soft Sake Lees

For details, contact Fukutsuru Shuzo.

５

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yatsuo Rice

polished rice ratio:50%
Sake meter value ：＋2

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Brand Brewery

Local Sake Breweries



Established in 1872, Takasawa Shuzoujo is beloved as 
the only brewery in Himi, with a seaside location near 
Himi Fishing Port. Their sake is brewed to go especially 
well with seafood. 
The brewery uses the wind that blows in from Toyama 
Bay to help naturally cool the cooked sake rice, and 
gently presses all of their sake the old-fashioned way, 
using a tub called a fune.
Taking advantage of the wind from the bay gives the 
finished sake a mellow flavor and a crisp finish.

有磯 曙 髙澤酒造場

URL https://ariiso-akebono.jp/english/

The inspiration to start 
this brewery came from 
the beauty of the sun 
rising over the Tateyama 
Mountains, as viewed 
from Arisoumi Coast. 
The name “Ariso
Akebono” pays homage 
to this history. 
The water, rice, and 
brewers all come from 
Toyama, to make sake 
that pairs perfectly with 
foods from 
Toyama:mooth and 
pleasant with a lovely 
aroma, rich umami flavor, 
and crisp finish.

As a result, this sake 
makes a great palate 
cleanser for fatty 
fish or meat — ideal 
at room temperature 
or lightly chilled!

Himi is known for great 
variety in seafood, all 
year round. 
Himi winter yellowtail is 
especially famous, but 
there are plenty of 
other delicious fish 
brought ashore here. 
Seasonal sake goes 
perfectly with fresh 
sashimi and grilled 
seafood.

（Taiwan, Canada, Thailand, Belgium）

Ariso Akebono

Fresh Seasonal Seafood

Contact https://ariiso-akebono.jp/contact/

有磯 曙 純米大吟醸
Ariso Akebono Junmai Daiginjjo

代表取締役
髙澤 龍一 氏

Representative Director
Ryuichi Takasawa

・English https://ariiso-akebono.jp/english/

The artisans at Toyama 
Glass Studio produce glass 
sake cups in a variety of 
shapes.
Choose from a variety of 
unique selections, and 
enjoy the unique delight of 
savoring sake from a glass 
sake cup.

Visit the brewery’s website for more 
information on the Akebono series, in 
English and Chinese.

・Takasawa Shuzoujo 18-7, Kitaomachi, Himi-shi, Toyama 

－７－

Glass Sake Cup

Takasawa Shuzoujo co., Ltd.

・繁體中文 https://ariiso-akebono.jp/hantai/

・簡体中文 https://ariiso-akebono.jp/kantai/

６

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）
More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yamadanishiki

polished rice ratio:40%
Sake meter value ：＋5

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries

https://ariiso-akebono.jp/english/


Wakakoma Shuzoujo was established in 1889 near 
Zuisenji Temple in Inami, Nanto City.
This is the only brewery located in this area, which is 
known for its wood carvers. The brewery produces crisp, 
dry sake in this old earthen-walled storehouse, using 
only local rice and water with careful attention to every 
step involved. 
The brewery’s flagship Wakakoma brand was named 
for a flying horse from legend, in the hopes that their 
sake would be just as widely beloved.

若駒 若駒酒造場

Brewed using pure 
underground water 
from the upper 
reaches of the 
Shogawa River and 
two kinds of sake rice 
from Toyama.
The brewery uses 
traditional techniques 
to hand-make a 
flavorful, yet smooth 
and refined, junmai
sake — one cup is 
never enough! 
With its crisp aftertaste, 
it goes perfectly with 
meals.

The pleasant 
acidity of this sake 
balances with its 
mellow flavor 
especially nicely 
when warmed.

Wakakoma
Syuzoujo’s sake 
goes perfectly with 
strongly seasoned 
dishes like sukiyaki: a 
sip after a bite makes 
a great palate 
cleanser to whet the 
appetite for more.

Wakakoma

Sukiyaki

Mail     wakakoma@p1.tst.ne.jp

若駒 辛口純米酒
Wakakoma Karakuchi Junmai

専務取締役
清都 英雄 氏
Executive Director

Hideo Kiyoto

Inami is known for 
carved wood products, 
and visitors can try 
making their own 
wooden sake cups.
Enjoy drinking sake 
from a one-of-a-kind 
cup you made yourself, 
with the comfortable 
warmth of wood.

The Inami area of 
Nanto City is filled 
with wood carvings, 
giving the town a 
unique atmosphere.

・Wakakoma Shuzoujo 3601, inami, nanto-shi, Toyama

－８－

Carved Wood Sake Cup

Wakakoma Shuzoujo General Partnership 

仮の写真

【Brewery tours available throughout the year (limit 15 participants per tour).】

Wakakoma Shuzoujo is located within this beautiful 
townscape. Visitors can tour this brewery by reservation. 
The Nanto City Tourism Association organizes hands-on 
experiences where visitors can make their own wooden 
sake cups, and participants can sample Wakakoma sake 
using the cups they just made. 

For details, contact Wakakoma Shuzoujo.

７

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-shu

Raw ingredients：
Toyama-Rice

polished rice ratio:65%
Sake meter value ：
About  ＋5

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Local Sake Breweries

URL   https://wakakoma.bsj.jp/ 



Sansyouraku Shuzo was established in 1880, and 
brews sake that has been a part of life in Gokayama
for generations. 
The harsh climate of Gokayama gives the flavor of 
Sansyouraku sake its ineffable essence.
This brewery draws its water from a spring in the 
primeval beech forest that protects the village from 
avalanches, and the sake is brewed through the 
bitter cold of the snowy winters.

三笑楽 三笑楽酒造

URL   http://www.sansyouraku.jp/

The area’s warm days and 
cold nights, the cold water 
from the mountains, and the 
premium Yamadanishiki sake 
rice from Johana are all vital 
ingredients to make this sake. 
This yamahai junmai sake is 
brewed with traditional 
Noto-toji techniques and a 
yamahai starter culture. 
The result is a full-bodied 
flavor made with local rice 
and naturally occurring 
microorganisms.

The yamahai technique 
gives this sake a 
refreshing tartness. 
Warm this sake up to 
bring out the rich flavor 
of the koji, with the 
distinctive, bracingly tart 
aftertaste of a yamahai
sake.
Also delicious at room 
temperature or lightly 
chilled, but avoid serving 
it too cold.

（Taiwan, Hong Kong,Singapore, Thailand, USA）

Sansyouraku

Pickled Red Turnip

三笑楽 山廃純米
Sansyouraku Yamahai Junmai

代表取締役
山崎 英博 氏

Representative Director
Hidehiro Yamazaki

・Sansyouraku 678, Kaminashi, Nanto-shi, Toyama

－９－

Sansyouraku Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Pickled red turnips, a 
local specialty of the 
Gokayama area
Their vivid color makes 
a striking first 
impression, and their 
nicely tart flavor and 
satisfying texture make 
them a great 
accompaniment to 
drinks..

Ceramic is the best 
material for enjoying 
this sake warmed. 
A flat white sake dish 
like this helps bring 
out the aroma, flavor, 
and pure clarity of 
this warmed sake.

White Ceramic Sake Dish

Sansyouraku Shuzo is located in 
Gokayama, a town nestled within 
a deep valley among the steep 
mountains. 
In winter, the town can be covered 
with two meters of snow or more. 
It was once considered a totally 
secluded location, and even today, 
people live in old-fashioned 
Gassho-style houses, for which 
UNESCO has awarded the town 
World Heritage recognition.

８

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Junmai-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yamadanishiki
(Toyama-Rice)

polished rice ratio:60%
Sake meter value ：＋2

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries

Mail    info-san@sansyiouraku.jp

http://www.sansyouraku.jp/


Yellowtail pressed sushi, available only during 
winter, features flavorful fatty yellowtail, which 
harmonizes with the subtle sweetness of 
junmai daiginjo sake for a delicious pairing 
from Toyama.

Ueman Co., Ltd. 3646, Mikaichi, Kurobe-shi, Toyama

Ginban Syuzo
Sales department

Takatsugu Okazima

Pressed sushi has long been a popular local dish; in particular, 
pressed sushi made with trout is known as masu-zushi, and 
has been a popular souvenir from Toyama for centuries. 

Masu-zushi, with its distinctive bamboo leaf wrapping, is still 
produced by a number of companies, each with their own 
unique approach. In winter, pressed sushi made with yellowtail 
is also available.

URL http://www.ueman.co.jp/

Case 1 Masu-Zushi & Yellowtail Sushi

－１０－

Contact http://www.ueman.co.jp/shop/contact/index.php

BouS is a brand of stick-shaped cheese-filled 
kamaboko, designed to be easy to eat without 
cutting. 
The savory umami flavor of this rich 
combination of cheese and kamaboko pairs 
perfectly with the tartness of Tamaasahi’s
ECHOES sake.

Kawachiya 9-12, Ekimaeshin-machi, Uozu-shi, Toyama

Tamaasahi Shuzo
President&

Representative Director
Takatsugu Tamou

Toyama is the birthplace of various unique kamaboko fish cakes, 
including kamaboko rolled in the kombu kelp that was originally 
brought here by the Kitamaebune trading ships. 
Kamaboko is commonly made by shaping ground fish into a loaf on 
a board, but Toyama uniquely does not use any such board. 
Toyama is also known for saiku kamaboko, elaborately decorated 
kamaboko shaped like symbols of good luck like sea bream or 
cranes — it is a popular gift for special occasions.

URL https://www.kamaboko.co.jp/

Case 2 Kamaboko（BouS）

Mail info@kamaboko.co.jp

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局
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The Miyanokoshi area of Yatsuo-machi is 
home to a shop named Chaya that makes 
delicious, old-fashioned thick fried tofu by 
hand, which has been a local favorite 
alongside evening drinks for many years. 
Abura-age made by frying silken tofu 
develops an aromatic golden-brown crust 
and light, fluffy inside that go well with 
Kazenobon sake.

Tofu-Kobo  Chaya 6, Miyakoshi,yatsuo-machi, Toyama 

Fukutsuru Shuzo
President&

Representative Director
Atsushi fukushima

In most parts of Japan, “abura-age” refers to thin 
slices of tofu that have been deep-fried, but in this region, 
“abura-age” refers to much thicker deep-fried tofu.
The abura-age made by small local tofu shops is made in 
uniquely small quantities, with its own distinctive 
character that is beloved by locals.

Case 3 Fried Tofu（Atsu-Age)

－１１－

Chinpindo 72-1, Nishiakae-machi, Nanto-Shi, Toyama

Sansyouraku Shuzo
Representative Director

Hidehiro Yamazaki

Red turnips have long been a local specialty of Gokayama, 
with their bright color and subtle sweetness.
Pickled red turnips are a traditional preserved food of 
Gokayama, helping people get through the snowy winters. 
They make a great souvenir for visitors to take home.

Case 4 Pickled Red Turnip

URL http://www2.tst.ne.jp/sasara/

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局
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Pickled red turnips, a local specialty of the 
Gokayama area
Their vivid color makes a striking first 
impression, and their nicely tart flavor and 
satisfying texture make them a great 
accompaniment to drinks..

Pairing to Sake

Shops in Toyama
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Ohanabatakegama
（White Ceramic Sake Dish）

Toyama Glass Studio
（Glass Sake Cup）

Nanairokan
（Akagawayaki）

Nousaku
（Tin Cup）

Kurokamian

（Carved Wood Sake Cup）

Map of Brewery-Recommended 
Sake-Serving Ware

Kosugiyaki Eiichikama
（Kosugiyaki）

Gaku Shakunaga
（Nomisugiru Cup）

Nanairokan 300, Yokomizu, asahi-machi, Shimoniikawa-gun, Toyama

Hayashi Syuzoujo
Yoichi Hayashi

URL http://akagawayaki.com/

Case １ Akagawayaki
Akagawa Ware comes from the Koshisan-bo kiln originally 
established in 1983 by Akira Nomura, who hails from Asahi-
machi, the easternmost part of Toyama. 
Today, this kiln’s workshop is located in Asahi-machi at the 
public facility Nanairo-Kan, and they offer a wide variety of 
hand-made items for sale, from everyday dishes to beautiful 
artistic gifts. 
Visitors can also try hands-on pottery experiences to make their 
own items.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

introducer

Cups for Well Suited
This cup is Akagawa Ware, made in the 
nearby town of Asahi.
Visitors can make their own or order custom-
made items,and experience the joy of drinking 
from a truly one-of-a-kind cup.

Shop in Toyama

http://akagawayaki.com/
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Tin cups are said to enhance sake, bringing 
out the best of its flavor.
Tin’s high thermal conductivity also means 
it can help warm or chill sake quickly.
These cups are hand-made by artisans to 
feel great in the hand, for an even better 
way to enjoy junmai daiginjo sake.

NOUSAKU  CORPORATION      8-1 Office park, Takaoka-shi, Toyama

URL https://www.nousaku.co.jp/en/ Mail sales@nousaku.co.jp

Case 2 Tin Cup

Ginban Syuzo
Sales department

Takatsugu Okazima

URL http://gaku-shakunaga.com/

Case 3 Nomisugiru Cup
Ceramicist Gaku Shakunaga established a kiln amid the old-

fashioned townscape of Iwase-machi when he went independent. 

His work maintains a deep respect for the techniques of those 

who came before him, while simultaneously exploring cutting-edge 

approaches for future efforts.

In addition to the Nomisugiru cup, his gallery features a variety of 

other tableware designed to bring out the best of cooking, as well 

as flower vases, objets d’art, and more, on display and for sale.

Masuda Shuzo
Representative Director

Ryuichiro Masuda

Note: Advance notice is required to visit the gallery.

With its thin, translucent sides, this cup shows 
off the sake poured into it. The thin rim makes 
for an incredibly pleasant drinking experience.
It is a truly unique cup, allowing users to 
appreciate sake with all of the senses.

Gaku Shakunaga 146, Higashiiwase-machi, Toyama-shi, Toyama

Contact http://gaku-shakunaga.com/4.html 

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局
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Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

Takaoka City has flourished since 1609, and built a reputation 
as the center of the copper industry in Japan for those 400 
years. Most copper products in Japan, such as temple bells 
and bronze statues, are still manufactured in this city.
Advanced casting techniques, expert knowledge, tradition, and 
spirit have been passed down through generations over a 
long period of time.
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Kosugi Ware is known for the beautiful 
curved shapes of historic sake serving flasks 
like the gourd tokkuri and duck tokkuri. These 
go perfectly with the distinctive, old-
fashioned flavor of sake made with a kimoto
starter culture.

Kosugiyaki Eiichikama 916, Tesaki, Imizu-shi, Toyama

Kosugi Ware was produced in the Kosugi area of Imizu City, 
starting around 1816. The “duck tokkuri” serving flasks were 
known for their expert artisanry and beautiful green glaze, but 
production stopped in the early 20th century.
In 1970, Eiichi Ikegami established the Eiichi Kiln, reviving 
production of Kosugi Ware. In addition to creative artistic works, 
the kiln also focuses on practical ceramic items.

Case 4 Kosugiyaki

Fukutsuru Shuzo
President&

Representative Director
Atsushi fukushima

The artisans at Toyama Glass Studio produce 
glass sake cups in a variety of shapes.
Choose from a variety of unique selections, 

and enjoy the unique delight of savoring sake 
from a glass sake cup.

Toyama Glass Studio       152, Furusawa,Toyama-shi, Toyama

URL http://toyama-garasukobo.jp/ Contact http://toyama-garasukobo.jp/inquiry/

Case 5 Glass Sake Cup

Takasawa  Shuzoujo
Representative Director

Ryuichi Takasawa

Note: Reservations required at least two months in 
advance for groups of 10 or more (closed Dec. 28 to 
Jan. 4).
Contact Toyama Glass Studio for details.

Toyama Glass Studio is a facility opened in Toyama City to encourage 
the development of glass art and to promote Toyama’s glass industry.
Artists can each create in their own way, and their work — including 
many glass sake cups — is placed on display and made available for 
sale.
Visitors can also try hands-on experiences making glass items, and 
enjoy Toyama’s culture of glass-making firsthand.

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局
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Kurokamian Inami, Nanto-shi, Toyama

Experience facility

URL http://www.tabi-nanto.jp

－１５－

Case 6 Carved Wood Sake Cup
The Inami area of Nanto City is known for wood carvers: the 
stone-paved street to Zuisenji Temple is lined with numerous 
wood carvings.
In addition to simply enjoying looking at these carved wood 
items, visitors can also try hands-on wood-carving experiences, 
and make their own wooden sake cups.

Wakakoma Shuzoujo
Executive Director

Hideo Kiyoto

Note: Cup-making hands-on experience may not be available 
due to group size and/or during certain parts of winter.
For details, contact the Nanto City Tourism Association.

Ohanabatakegama 66, Ohanabatake, Oiwakechaya, Toyama-shi, Toyama

URL http://www.ohanabatake66.jp/index.html Contact http://www.ohanabatake66.jp/contact.html

Case 7 White Ceramic Sake Dish
Ceramicist Hidetaka Takakuwa, originally from Akita, established 
this kiln in 1978, making tableware, items for serving sake, and 
more.
The workshop is located in the Kureha Hills with a view of the 
Sea of Japan, and is named Ohanabatake Kiln after the 
nickname it had from the start.
Next to the workshop is a gallery featuring various items made 
of porcelain — a rarity in Toyama — on display and for sale.

Sansyouraku Shuzo
Representative Director

Hidehiro Yamazaki

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：金沢国税局、中部経済産業局

Cups Well Suited to Serving Sake

introducer

Cups for Well Suited
Inami is known for carved wood products, 
and visitors can try making their own 
wooden sake cups.
Enjoy drinking sake from a one-of-a-kind 
cup you made yourself, with the 
comfortable warmth of wood.

introducer
Cups for Well Suited

Ceramic is the best material for enjoying this 
sake warmed. 
A flat white sake dish like this helps bring out 
the aroma, flavor, and pure clarity of this 
warmed sake.

Shop in Toyama

http://www.tabi-nanto.jp
http://www.ohanabatake66.jp/index.html
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Shopping Information

Sake Brewery country / region Store name
buy
sake

drink
sake

ＵＲＬ

Japan Nanairokan ○ http://www.asahimachi.com/nanairo/

Japan Michinoeki「Unazuki」 ○ https://www.unazuki-beer.jp/baiten/

Japan Ishikawasaketen ○ http://www.ctt.ne.jp/~osakeno1/

Japan Ishizakasenshouten ○ 〇 http://www.sakaya-club.com/

Japan Sakasho Tajirihonten ○ http://www.tajirisaketen.co.jp/

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Futatsukasaketen ○ http://www1.tcnet.ne.jp/f0101/

Japan Nakayasu shuhan ○ https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/

Japan Yamadasaketen ○ http://www.yamadasaketen.com/

Japan Ginban Syuzo ○ http://www.ginban.co.jp/

Japan List of stors to drink sake ○ http://ginban.co.jp/store/

Japan Totoyama ○ http://www.ikiiki-toyama.co.jp/

Japan Tateyamasaketen ○ http://tateyamasaketen.jp/

Japan Yamaya ○ https://www.yamaya.jp/

Japan Tomiokaya ○ http://tomiokaya-sake.com/

Japan Hakuichi Himiten ○ https://kanazawa.hakuichi.co.jp/shop/himi.php

Japan Masudasyuzoten ○ http://www.masuizumi.co.jp/

Japan Sake stores list ○ http://www.masuizumi.co.jp/shop/index.html

Japan Tamaasahi Shuzo ○ http://www.tamaasahi.jp/

Japan List of stors to drink sake or buy ○ ○ https://m.facebook.com/sake.owara

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Nakayasu shuhan ○ https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/

Japan Yoshinoisaketen ○ https://ja-jp.facebook.com/pages/category/Food---Beverage-Company/97-164624130290175/

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Daiwa Toyamaten ○ http://www.daiwa-dp.co.jp/

Tamaasahi
Shuzo

Hayashi
Syuzoujo

Ginban
Syuzo

Masuda
Shuzo

http://www.asahimachi.com/nanairo/
https://www.unazuki-beer.jp/baiten/
http://www.ctt.ne.jp/~osakeno1/
http://www.sakaya-club.com/
http://www.tajirisaketen.co.jp/
http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/
https://www.yoshidawines.com/
http://www1.tcnet.ne.jp/f0101/
https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/
http://www.yamadasaketen.com/
http://www.ginban.co.jp/
http://ginban.co.jp/store/
http://www.ikiiki-toyama.co.jp/
http://tateyamasaketen.jp/
https://www.yamaya.jp/
http://tomiokaya-sake.com/
https://kanazawa.hakuichi.co.jp/shop/himi.php
http://www.masuizumi.co.jp/
http://www.masuizumi.co.jp/shop/index.html
http://www.tamaasahi.jp/
https://m.facebook.com/sake.owara
http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/
https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/有吉乃井酒店-164624130290175/
https://www.yoshidawines.com/
http://www.daiwa-dp.co.jp/
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Sake Brewery country / region Store name
buy
sake

drink
sake

ＵＲＬ

Japan Fukutsuru Shuzo ○ http://www.kazenobon.co.jp/

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Takasawa Shuzoujo ○ http://www.tamaasahi.jp/

Japan Nakayasu shuhan ○ https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Ishikawasaketen ○ http://www.ctt.ne.jp/~osakeno1/index.html

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Ishizakasenshouten ○ http://www.sakaya-club.com/

Japan Yamadasaketen ○ http://www.yamadasaketen.com/

Japan Wakakoma Shuzoujo ○ https://wakakoma.bsj.jp/

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Ishikawasaketen ○ http://www.ctt.ne.jp/~osakeno1/index.html

Japan Yamaya ○ https://www.yamaya.jp/

Japan Nakayasu shuhan ○ https://www.nakayasu-net.jp/

Japan Sansyouraku Shuzo ○ http://www.sansyouraku.jp/

Japan Nakayasu shuhan ○ http://www.nakayasu-net.jp

Japan Liquorpocket MIZUHATA ○ http://www.derideri.com/mizuhata/

Japan Liquor Shop YOSHIDA ○ https://www.yoshidawines.com/

Japan Ishikawasaketen ○ http://www.sakaya-club.com/

Japan Chinpindo ○ http://www2.tst.ne.jp/sasara/

Hong Kong Coedo Taproom ○ http://m.facebook.com/CoedoHongKong/

Singapore Sun with Moon ○ https://www.sunwithmoon.com.sg/

Fukutsuru
Shuzo

Takasawa
Shuzoujo

Wakakoma
Shuzoujo

Sansyouraku
Shuzo

Shopping Information

https://www.sakaya-club.com/





